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The India-Canada talks held in Ottawa fro m July 29 to 31

were both a continuation of the bilateral consultations that were

held in New Delhi in Iiove=ber, 1973, ard an outcooe of th 3 invitation

of the Prime Minister of Canada to the Prime Minister of India.

The Indian Delegation was led by !!r. levai Singht Foreign

Secretary (Deputy Minister), Ministry of Eztezaal Affairs and assisted

by Mr. U. Bajpai, High Cocissioner for India in Ottawa . In addition

to haring discussions with Mr . A. B. Ritchie, Under-Secretary of State

for Ecternal Affairs, and Mr . Paul Gérin-Lajoie, President of CILU ► ,

Mr. Kewal Singh had meetings with Prime Minister Trudeau, Secretary

of State for External Affairs Mitchell Sharp and Minister of Industry,

Trade and Comerce Alastair Gillespie .

While there was useful discussion of India's econodc

developmant priorities and their response to the fora3dable probleras

created by the world-wide rise in prices of energy, fertilizer and

food, the discussions centred aainly on nuclear co-operation arrangements

and the different attitude of the two aovernaents towards the use of

nuclear explosions for peaceful purposes .

The problera during the meetings was to explore the differences

in an effort to reach agreement on which future co-operation could be

based . Some of the points which had to be considered were of a nature

which would not lend themselves to ready resolution and the first series

of meetings should, therefore, be regarded as exploratory



and as a first step in efforts to reach understanding . Both sides

expressed satisfaction at the frank exchange of views on these

difficult issues in a friendly atmosphere .

It was clear from the discussions that Canada u>>~i India

are both deeply concerned with the dangerous consequences of

proliferation of nuclear weapons : both the increase of nuclear arsenals

by the present nuclear-weapons states and the acquisition of nuclear

weapons by other states . Both countries intend to contribute actively

to international discussions concerning nuclear non-proliferation .

In the light of these discussions , it is expected that a

further meeting will be held .
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The 1975 conference to review the Non-Yro] .iferation Trc: ty

is one in x.•'.tich powers which have signed, or signcd and ratifiod,

the treaty, will be taking part directly . India is not in either or

these categories but we would hope the Indian government would find

a wa;• to malce a major contribution to the international discussion

of long-ter-x, solutions to the problem of all forms oi nuclear

proliferation .

The Canzdi; n side under• ;tood that the Indians expected

that it would take sume time to evaluate the results of their

recent test and that no schedule for further tests could be arranged

before that evaluation was cotnplE.ted . The Canadian side observed

that a possible conclusion could be that peaceful nuclear explosions

were not economically viable, and that further tests would not b e

useful . The Canadian side expressed the hope that India would

contribute to the success of international efforts to strengthen and

improve the non-proliferation prospects by refraining from any further

testing at least until after the conference to review the Non-Proliferation

Treaty has been held and governments have had an opportunity to examine

and act upon its recommendations .
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In the field of development co-operation, the earlier

decision of the Canadian government to suspend co-operation in the

nuclear field and to concentrate its aid to India during the curren t

year largely in the food and agricultural areas is being maintained .


